Drainage Design
and Analysis

Effective, Compliant Design
for New and Retrofit Projects

Design with Conﬁdence
How do you ensure that the drainage networks you
design are effective, safe, sustainable and comply with
regulations?
You’ll want to be confident that the design will:
• Meet specifications and comply with regulations
• Address flood risks
• Reduce pollution
• Meet sustainability targets
• Positively contribute to the design of the site
• Optimize build costs
• Include accurate data for construction

And that the design tools will:
• Be fast and easy to use
• Provide clear visualizations for experts and others
• Be easy to iterate as requirements change
• Work with other tools such as CAD and GIS
• Generate reports in the formats you need
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The Easy Way
The easy way to design drainage is to use a single tool that automatically sizes
drainage elements, visualizes your designs and checks they’ll work.
It’s much easier and quicker than the traditional method, which involves doing
a design in CAD, then checking it using spreadsheets and hydraulic and
hydrologic (H&H) modeling, and repeating until it works.
Tools that automatically size pipes and stormwater controls save you time
and frustration.
You get designs that work in a few hours rather than a few days, with clear
reports that aid regulatory approval.

Innovyze’s drainage design solution is
“a very capable and excellent drainage
modeling program and a big timesaver for subdivision or residential
developments. If there are stringent
drainage requirements, it’s a lifesaver.”
McBade Engineers and Consultants

Youngsville, LA, US
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The Solution
Drainage design solutions from Innovyze come in two flavors.
XPDrainage can be used anywhere in the world.
MicroDrainage is tailored for UK and Ireland methodologies.

Design, Analyze, and Review
Stormwater Controls
XPDrainage is a visual platform that guides you through the entire stormwater design
process. It’s ideal for planners, engineers, developers, and hydrologists. It offers:
• Automatic sizing tools
• Traditional and sustainable drainage in one package
• SWMM5 simulation engine, so you can design, analyze, and iterate,
all in the same program
• A treatment train approach
• Handling of complex structures with ease
• Comparisons between scenarios or development phases
• Reports generated in the right format, for faster approval, and graphical and tabular
outputs for clear communication
• More easily achieve regulatory compliance
• Tracking for water quantity and quality
• Management of flood and pollution risks
• A range of import and export formats to allow integration with CAD and GIS packages

Use Industry-Standard Design Software
for the UK and Ireland
In the UK and Ireland, the industry standard for drainage design is MicroDrainage.
It enables full compliance with local planning requirements, so you can get your designs
accepted first time. It’s suitable for both small and large developers.
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It offers:
• Flow controls, infiltration systems and attenuation structures, from real-world 		
manufacturers, in a single hydraulic model
• Automated sizing of storm and foul networks
• Integration of tree pits, swales, ponds, permeable paving
and other SuDS structures, into designs
• Testing against extreme weather events with allowance for climate change
• Collaborative working
• Building Information Modelling (BIM) compatibility
• Easier communication with clients and stakeholders
• Dynamic 1D-2D analysis for Flood Risk and Exceedance Route mapping

Create Sustainable Drainage
Designing sustainable drainage systems can be complex. You need confidence that
your designs will meet the conditions required by planning departments and flood
risk assessors, as well as water utilities. A major challenge for local authorities and
developers alike is, how do you know that the designs and proposals are technically
robust?
Whether you’re designing WSUD in Australia, SuDS in the UK, or LIDs in other
countries, XPDrainage and MicroDrainage simplify the process. You’ll get:
• Accurate hydraulic modeling, storage, and cost calculations that ensure success
• Graphics that help communicate the designs to regulators, builders,
and communities and demonstrate the potential improvements
• Tools that enable control of site runoff and pollutant loads
• Features from deluge 2D analysis to connected stormwater controls
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?
How to Choose the Right Solution
for Drainage Design and Analysis
When you’re looking at drainage design and analysis, check that the software
you’re considering:
• Matches your drainage designs to your project site, budget and timeline
• Enables you to fully comply with all local planning and design requirements
• Produces easy-to-understand designs and reports to improve communication
and make reviews straightforward
• Enables collaborative working
• Integrates sustainable drainage design into your development projects
• Gives you conﬁdence that your drainage systems are safe, sustainable,
and meet environmental regulations
• Makes adopting changes easy and quick

We can help identify the best solution for your particular needs – just get in touch.
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Training and Support
Comprehensive Support from InfoCare
Support and Maintenance from Innovyze
Our comprehensive customer support and software maintenance program offers expert
assistance, accelerated learning, and timely and unlimited technical and engineering
support.

Expert Training
Get expert training and professional development
from Innovyze’s water engineering professionals.
They’ll help you make the best use of your software, and share tips and use cases,
in our wide range of training courses, live webinars and on-demand webinars.

MicroDrainage programs are very much tools for
professional engineers. They remain gimmickfree, and something which gives powered
assistance to solving engineering problems
which would be impossible manually.
Consulting Engineer

Devon, UK
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Get in Touch
Our offices in the US, Australia, and the UK, plus our global
network of partners, are here to help you get the most
from your water systems.

EMEA

AMERICAS

APAC

+44 (0) 1635 582 555
sales-emea@innovyze.com

+1 888 554 5022
sales-americas@innovyze.com

+61 (0) 7 5506 5700
sales-asiapac@innovyze.com

Empowering water experts
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Innovyze empowers water professionals around the world to create, manage,
and maintain water services. We are the global leader in water infrastructure data
analytics software, providing enduring support for customer success.

